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Abstract

In this paper we illustrate the gap between real language use
and the language use assumed in ASR development through the
example of isiXhosa in Langa, South Africa. Understanding
speech and writing practices in context is particularly impor-
tant when developing speech technologies for minoritised and
under-resourced languages, and their communities.

1. Introduction
Advances in automatic speech recognition (ASR) tend to be un-
evenly distributed between and within languages, with better ac-
cess to more robust technologies for (monolingual) speakers of
prestigious, “high-resource”, standard varieties1 [1, 2]. Minori-
tised and “under-resourced” varieties, and their speech commu-
nities, remain under-served as conventional ASR development
pipelines rely on (increasingly large amounts of) specific lan-
guage resources and particular assumptions about speakers and
language use. One such assumption is the existence of one “cor-
rect” “gold standard” of how particular words are spoken and
transcribed [3]. Systems are furthermore generally developed
for users who use one (named) language, rather than drawing
on several languages in a single interaction or sentence.

While variation in spoken and written modalities and code-
switching between them occurs in all (socio)linguistic contexts
[4, 5, 6], it is particularly important in many varieties we might
consider “under-resourced” and/or minoritised. Here we fo-
cus on a specific case study: the isiXhosa speaking commu-
nity in Langa, South Africa [7, 8]. We explore users’ (i.e.,
speakers’) perspectives regarding how their language should be
represented in ASR systems by engaging them in the creation
and evaluation of language resources (speech and transcrip-
tions) and ASR systems. Based on these insights, we provide
recommendations for speech technology design for minoritised
speech communities.

2. Context
2.1. Langa and isiXhosa: Multilingualism

The site of this study is Langa, a township in Cape Town, South
Africa. In 2011, about a third of Cape Town residents spoke
Afrikaans as a first or main language, while about 30% spoke
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1We use “variety” as a more neutral term for “dialect” or “language”.

isiXhosa, and 30% spoke English.2 While other languages are
also spoken in the city, the colonial languages of Afrikaans and
English are particularly common in official settings, on pub-
lic signage and in writing [9, 10]. During apartheid rule, the
non-white isiXhosa speakers were only allowed to settle in des-
ignated areas like Langa. In Langa, more than 90% of the about
50,000 residents reported isiXhosa, the third official national
language, as a first or main language in 2011.3

IsiXhosa is closely related to other languages spoken in the
region (e.g., isiZulu and isiNdebele) [11]. The variety of isiX-
hosa spoken in and around Cape Town is characterised by code-
mixing with other languages such as English [12]. Many multi-
lingual speakers, especially those living in multilingual commu-
nities such as Langa, draw upon all the languages or linguistic
resources in their repertoire, often “switching” within the same
conversation or even the same sentence [5, 13].

2.2. Langa and isiXhosa: Orthography and “the standard”

Despite the fact that most people in Langa are multilingual, the
established, formal written standard of isiXhosa does not ac-
count for this variation. Perhaps more critically, the written
norm is also strongly associated with its colonial origins.

Orthography can be understood as a “social practice” [4].
Discussions about orthography, just like discussions about other
aspects of language [14], are not (just) about language per se but
about larger issues of identity, culture and power. Specifically,
orthographies can become “iconic representations” of the social
groups promoting, using or implementing them, especially in
contexts shaped by the enduring legacy of colonialism, such as
South Africa [4, 11, 14].

The history of the standardisation of isiXhosa as laid out
in [11] highlights this connection. The first dictionaries and
grammars of isiXhosa were produced by missionaries. Over
the course of the 19th century, they received criticism from
isiXhosa writers as part of a wider resistance to the colonial
regime, in which the publishing industry was pivotal [12]. In the
20th century, reforms to orthographic systems for African lan-
guages developed by European linguists and missionaries were
met with vocal resistance by African writers and readers, but
embraced and enforced by powerful publishers [11]. After fur-
ther spelling reforms in the 1950s and 1970s, today’s standard
orthography remains alien(ating) for many speakers. As [12,
p. 250] puts it: “[The written, school-taught isiXhosa standard
norm] is perceived as an unchanging artefact which stands in
strong opposition to the vibrancy and innovation of the spoken
language”. As a result, local writing practices diverge from the

2https://statssa.gov.za/?page_id=1021&id=
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formal standard, not just through the inclusion of words and
phrases from other languages but also through extensive varia-
tion in spelling between different speakers [12].

2.3. An ASR System for Langa

Over the past two years, we have been exploring the poten-
tials and challenges of developing ASR systems for and with
the Langa isiXhosa speech community [7, 8]. While some of
the most recent state-of-the-art multilingual ASR systems sup-
port isiXhosa [15, 16], our approach differs in terms of type and
scale of data involved. As discussed in [7] and [8], we have
focused on engaging the community in creating a partially tran-
scribed speech dataset and developing an ASR tool to transcribe
voice messages – an extremely popular medium of communica-
tion in Langa.

In this paper, we reflect on part of this process – in particular
a workshop conducted with Langa residents to understand the
spelling variation we observed in our community-sourced tran-
scriptions of informal speech. As discussed in [8], we devel-
oped a transcription app through which Langa residents could
transcribe voice recordings collected through an interface situ-
ated in a public space. By engaging the community directly in
compiling language resources and evaluating systems through-
out development, we were able to take into account local lan-
guage practices and user needs. We have found that minoritised
languages like isiXhosa expose and challenge some of the as-
sumptions underlying ASR development.

In particular, conventional development requires a “gold
standard” transcription – and hence an agreed-upon standard
variety of the sort which is codified in dictionaries, transmit-
ted through education systems, and often recognised as “pres-
tigious” [17]. Beyond code-switching and variation in speech,
we also observe variation in local writing practices, which high-
lights the need for appropriate language resources, as we dis-
cuss below. Where speech technology fails to take account of
language variation and the context of the standard variety, it
likely performs worse for already marginalised speakers [1].
Beyond this predictive bias, choices of training and test data
also have broader impacts on the sociolinguistic context. By
training a system using text (and often speech) data in the stan-
dard variety and/or formal domains, and subsequently evalu-
ating system performance through comparison with transcripts
following conventions of the standard orthography, the status
of the standard variety and orthography is reinforced (and other
varieties are potentially devalued).

3. The gap between “real language use”
and existing language resources

3.1. Available language resources for ASR development

Existing language resources are not representative of the way
most isiXhosa speakers in Langa speak and write. The NCHLT
isiXhosa speech corpus [18], for instance, consists of 56 hours
of read speech (participants were asked to read out short phrasal
prompts such as ‘omnye ngaphandle kwesizathu’4); hence, this
corpus contains none of the multilingualism or code-switching
we may expect from spontaneous conversational isiXhosa.

Much of the available isiXhosa text data is similarly con-
strained. When [19] compiled the NCHLT isiXhosa text corpus
from (all, to their knowledge) isiXhosa textual resources pub-
licly available online, they commented on the lack of breadth

4English Translation: ‘another one without reason’.

of coverage in terms of domain, style and genre in those re-
sources available. As a result the corpus is mostly drawn from
“South African government websites and documents, with some
smaller sets of news articles, scientific articles, magazine arti-
cles and prose” [19]. This corpus therefore over-represents both
the standard variety, and likely also technical and/or legal topics
while, crucially, under-representing both informal language use
(e.g., code-switching, spelling variation) and topics more com-
monly discussed among friends in voice messages (e.g., hob-
bies, conversations about families and friends, etc.). This is re-
flective of isiXhosa’s limited presence on the internet (in 2014
and now), in part due to many multilingual users’ preference to
use English in this domain and in text-based mobile communi-
cation such as SMS, WhatsApp and so on [20].

3.2. Compiling more appropriate language resources

Whilst there are some resources more demonstrative of conver-
sational speech – like the Soap Opera corpus [21] – there are
too few of these data-sets, and they contain too few hours of
speech, for robust model training.

One way to supplement (speech) data in such situations
is to turn to the speech/user community and compile a new
dataset with their help. We do this in two steps: first, a new
speech dataset was collected using a public recording device
which prompted local residents to share their experiences of the
COVID-19 pandemic in short stories (discussed in [8]). Then,
a group of community members were asked to transcribe these
stories using a bespoke mobile app [8].

Perhaps because of the personal nature of these stories, this
speech data does contain clear examples of code-switching and
has therefore potential utility for future ASR development in
the region. However, we also uncovered challenges, especially
with respect to crowd-sourcing transcription from the commu-
nity. We found extensive variation in the resulting transcripts:
see the example in Table 1 for instance. This supports the notion
that local writing practices diverge from the formal standard.

On a practical level, this variation is not amenable to im-
mediate integration into ASR development pipelines; recall the
requirement for just one “gold-standard” transcription during
both training and testing. However, there is no single “gold-
standard” if users propose and accept different ways of tran-
scribing the same utterance. This variability, coupled with our
prior knowledge about the status of the isiXhosa orthography
suggests that users might not like a system which uses the for-
mal written norm, both because it represents their language va-
riety poorly and because of its associations with the institutions
that shaped it. In [8], we did not probe further to understand
these subtle variations and their implications for ASR system
design. Here, we set out to do just that by involving local resi-
dents exploring appropriate transcription standards for the ASR
system.

3.3. Workshop: Understanding transcript variation

Here we present some insights from five participants who were
asked to reflect on transcription variants provided by other
Langa residents. Importantly, we have no reason to believe
that the variation observed in the transcripts would be the result
of transcribers misunderstanding or not attending to the task.
As the discussions at the workshop confirm, the variation in
spelling can also not be simply put down to “spelling mistakes”,
but rather represents a form of language variation [22]. Partici-
pants were asked to comment on which of several transcriptions
they deemed “the best” and elaborate on their reasoning for this



Table 1: Examples from [8]’s study, illustrating transcription variability of samples taken from our COVID-19 stories dataset and from
the soap-opera dataset [21].

Transcriber Transcript

1 kuthiwa abantwana abaninzi bakhula ngaphadle koTata especially boys are more p to the highest behavior. . .
2 Kuthwa abantwana abaninzi bakhula ngaphandle kotata, especially boys are more prone to high risk behaviour. . .
3 Kuthw’abantwan’abaninzi abakhula ngaphandle kotata especially boys are more pairing to harsh behavior. . .

1 then kengoku andakwazi ukuya eskolweni . . . nda Quarantiner for ifourteen days . . .
2 then kengok andakwazi ukuya eskolweni . . . NDA quarantiner for 14 days . . .
3 then kengoku andakwazi ukuya esikolweni . . . ndakhwaratina for fourteen days . . .

evaluation. As expected, the participants did not agree on which
transcript variant was “the best” for most examples. However,
the discussions did surface some shared concerns around word
segmentation, and the treatment of English and non-standard
words.

3.3.1. Word segmentation

One notable difference between many transcripts is how words
are segmented (see Table 1). The same sound sequences may
be chunked into shorter sequences by white space, joined with
apostrophes or represented as one uninterrupted character se-
quence. The workshop participants did not always agree on
how words should be segmented, or how important “correct”
segmentation would be. One participant explained that seg-
mentation is highly contextual as it depends on speech rate: the
same sound sequences should be concatenated when someone
is speaking fast, but separated by white space when they are
speaking slowly. This type of spelling variation would be quite
unusual in (most varieties of) English. The typology of isiX-
hosa is also relevant here. isiXhosa is an agglutinative language.
Relationships between words are indicated through stringing
together several units, so-called morphs, which carry specific
grammatical meanings (agglutination) and combining several
grammatical meanings into one morpheme (fusion). As a re-
sult, word segmentation is more flexible as boundaries could be
placed between individual morphs.

3.3.2. Non-standard speech

Discussion with participants also surfaced the tension be-
tween the desire for transcripts which reflect exactly what has
been said and those which follow prescriptive norms. As
one participant notes when discussing the difference between
<kengoku>5 and <kengok>: “she’s talking slang, she’s not
saying the full word” but “[some of the transcribers] added a
<u> because [that is] how it should be said and written”. Here
there is a clear notion of how this word “should be said”. How-
ever, this particular participant argues for a faithful transcript,
i.e., one in which the phonetic reduction in an informal register
is preserved in writing. Other workshop participants disagreed,
citing the “missing letter” as the reason why <kengok> is in-
correct. This point of disagreement is particularly interesting
as it highlights two important choices involved in transcription
(manual and automatic). First, there is the question of how
to deal with non-standard speech (or “slang”), and secondly,
a question of whether the intended meaning or the verbatim
speech is more important. This discussion also extends to the

5We adopt the convention of representing writing in <angled
brackets> (orthographic transcription) and speech in /slashes/ (phone-
mic transcription) .

way hesitations, filled pauses and repetitions should be treated
in transcripts.

3.3.3. Code-switching

Like in many other linguistic communities, code-switching in
isiXhosa is stigmatised [9, 10]. Varieties of isiXhosa spoken in
the Eastern Cape, an ancestral homeland of the amaXhosa peo-
ple, carry a lot of prestige, however [12]. These attitudes were
also reflected in our workshop. One participant commented that
he believes one of the speakers to be “from the Eastern Cape”,
adding “so he’s speaking clear Xhosa”. This speaker, he further
says, would likely only use English to borrow words which do
not exist in isiXhosa (like “[hand] sanitiser”) rather than code-
switch like speakers of “township Xhosa”.

In code-mixed utterances, English words are often carefully
embedded into the utterance according to isiXhosa grammatical
rules, for example through affixation of appropriate grammati-
cal markers. One participant explained when discussing the dif-
ference between the spelling variants <for fourteen> and <fori
ifourteen>: “that’s what we do that’s our English-Xhosa, so
when we’re mixing English and Xhosa [. . . ] we add an /i/ just
to make it sound as if it was Xhosa when it’s not”. Not all of
this variation was equally accepted by all participants, however.
One was unsure about accepting <fori fourteen> since “there’s
no word such as <fori> in isiXhosa but the person is actually
saying /fori/” highlighting again the tension between verbatim
transcripts and prescriptive standards. Another participant was
certain that <fori fourteen> “[is] completely correct because
it’s how she’s saying it” but qualifies this statement with: “But
then I’m Xhosa so I would understand it”.

Another point of discussion was the word quarantine rep-
resented as <quarantiner> or <khwarantina>. One participant
explained “the person just used the Xhosa way of writing it –
or not the Xhosa way of writing it but how I’d write it if I was
writing it in Xhosa without translating it”. However, they also
argued that “because it’s an English word it makes more sense”
to spell it according to English norms. Another participant dis-
agreed, arguing instead that only the Xhosa spelling is correct
and that the other variants are anglicised. A third participant
was more diplomatic, noting that “it depends” and explaining
that “Xhosa is more of a sounding language – exactly how it
sounds is how you write it. [. . . ] Both of them are correct
– I’m not Xhosa though I can write like that but I’d use the
<quarantine>.”

3.4. Implications for ASR design and evaluation

The insights from this workshop confirm that the variation in
spoken and written language use we observe among isiXhosa
speakers in Langa must be considered during ASR system de-



sign and evaluation. The frequent code-switching in informal
speech means that an ASR system needs to be able to handle
input from at least isiXhosa and English.6

Regarding orthographic variation, the workshop feedback
also confirms our above intuition: that users might prefer a
system which does not strictly reproduce the formal isiXhosa
norm. While adherence to the norm is important in some con-
texts, and participants all made reference to some “spelling er-
rors” in the transcripts, there is also quite a lot of awareness
and acceptance of spelling variation. The lack of consensus on
how words should be segmented and how to represent English
words embedded in Xhosa utterances is particularly interesting
from an ASR design perspective.

These clear implications for ASR development highlight
the advantages of involving users, or, in the context of language
technologies, speech communities, throughout the technology
development process. Engagement with user communities is
a key area where the technical aspects of speech technology
development, and the engineers responsible for it, can benefit
from interdisciplinary interaction between human-computer in-
teraction, linguistics and speech technology. This is particularly
clear when designing alternative evaluation approaches which
centre user perspectives, rather than “objective” metrics com-
monly used in speech technology development, which break
down entirely in the absence of an agreed-upon gold standard
and might fail to capture (socially or linguistically) errors.

4. Automatic transcription and
(de)standardisation

ASR systems, and other language technologies, interact with
existing attitudes and beliefs about language(s). Choices re-
garding which language varieties to support and how to rep-
resent them are never neutral. In the case of isiXhosa, it is clear
that the existing written standard is contested. Previous research
has shown that many isiXhosa speakers, especially in Cape
Town, feel alienated by the written norm. Unlike English and
Afrikaans, most Langa residents do not frequently encounter
isiXhosa in official writing or on public signs, or through formal
education [10, 12]. The “urban” variety spoken in Cape Town
is further considered to be very different from the “original” or
“traditional”, prestigious isiXhosa varieties spoken in the East-
ern Cape in particular because of its characteristic code-mixing
[12]. Adopting the formal isiXhosa standard to transcribe, in
particular, informal speech of Cape Town speakers would not
only be inappropriate due to the inability to straightforwardly
handle phonetic variation and code-switching but would also
be a meaningful intervention in this sociolinguistic context. It
would introduce the formal isiXhosa orthography into the new,
personal domain of voice messages where it might be particu-
larly unwelcome and alienating. Assuming users would not just
reject this because of the use of the written norm, such “domain
expansion” could boost the status of the norm and potentially
even have a standardising effect, effectively prompting users to
accommodate towards the technology.

4.1. Sociolinguistically-informed considerations in ASR de-
velopment

Based on our experience working on isiXhosa ASR, and work-
ing with isiXhosa speakers in Langa, we argue that taking ac-
count of language variation, and the way different spoken and

6Ideally a system would be able to accommodate even more local
languages, but so far we have limited ourselves to isiXhosa and English.

written varieties are evaluated by potential users, is crucial for
effective language technology design especially for minoritised
and/or under-resourced varieties.

Perhaps the most obvious point to start is to establish how
most people who might use the ASR system actually use lan-
guage. In multilingual contexts, this is likely to involve code-
switching. The specific application context might also affect
users’ speech style and degree of accommodation towards the
ASR tool. Informal speech, and speech directed at other com-
munity members, is likely to be characterised by phonetic vari-
ation and a higher density of “dialect” features. Successful
ASR systems might therefore require the compilation of new,
domain-specific speech datasets.

For systems designed to create transcripts of speech (rather
than recognise single commands, for example), understanding
if and how local writing practises diverge from the written stan-
dard is important. Generally, spelling variation is more likely in
computer-mediated, informal writing like text messages and on
social media. In contexts where the standard is very contested,
not as widely used, or not as widely transmitted to speakers,
spelling variation is particularly likely. In this case, users might
prefer systems which mirror this variation in their output.

Involving users in the evaluation of ASR systems is partic-
ularly important in contexts where “real-world” language use
diverges from the kind of language reflected in datasets which
would traditionally be used for evaluation. In addition to in-
person workshops, online surveys can be useful here. While
we only involved a small number of participants in the evalu-
ation process, survey-based evaluation or the use of interactive
transcription apps would be scalable to larger sample sizes.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we have shown how understanding local writing
practices and language use by multilingual (and multiliterate)
language communities of minoritised and under-resourced lan-
guages can be incorporated in ASR development. We high-
light the importance of returning to users at several points in
the development process. Especially in contexts where written
standards are highly contested by speakers, relying on standard
metrics, rather than user evaluation, can be very misleading.
Involving local communities in speech data transcription and
evaluation, and drawing on their sociolinguistic expertise and
intuitions, ensures that the ASR tool represents their speech in
ways that are both readable and appropriate for them.
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